developing literary maps is long and demanding; yet, it can be done, demonstrated by the 27 state maps available. For those who want to undertake this journey and memorialize their state and its authors, this article outlines a possible route, including detours, potholes, and curves. We offer specific advice derived from our own project, Literary Utah. In telling this particular story, we believe that others will find it helpful to their creative process.
THE BEGINNING OF THE PROCESS
In 1988, several English teachers decided to create A Literary Guide to Utah, anticipating the state's centennial (1996) , and unveil the product at the Southwest Regional Conference for English Teachers to be held two years later. Initial goals included the following: * compile an annotated bibliography for use by teachers; * include "literature" from the first discovery of the area, including Native American stories as well as exploration and travel narratives.
To avoid reinventing the wheel, we contacted map project directors in other states for advice-Betty Whitlock of Mississippi, Ulrich H. Hardt of Oregon, Jean Copland of Georgia-and purchased literary maps from as many states as possible, using the NCTE Catalog as a guide.
QUESTIONS FOR THE MAP MAKERS
With this information in hand, the Utah A PLAN EMERGES Through conversations among English teachers, a plan emerged. We would request from each community a list of its writers so the guide could be organized by town, creating a sense of ownership and pride. Authors' names would be cross-referenced in an index. The state English journal seemed a likely place to publish the bibliographic guide to save printing costs. By this time, the Council was firmly committed to two products: the map and the bibliographic guide. One of the most important decisions was that the bibliographic guide would be inclusive (as many works as possible) whereas the map would be exclusive, depicting those authors who best represent the state.
The work of getting teachers across the state on board began with the annual fall conference. Using the theme of "Put Utah Writers on the Map," the Council distributed flyers via professional meetings, the State Office of Education, superintendents, the Council's newsletter, and the press, asking for input from teachers, students, and the public. Those responding to the call received information on the scope of the guide, sources for finding state writers, and format. The editors for the project wanted works not only written by Utahans but also works set in Utah. A deadline of six months prior to the unveiling was set. Teachers were urged to use this as a classroom project to increase their students' awareness of local writers. The reward would be a listing of contributors' names in the guide.
Simultaneously, financial support was solicited from the Utah Endowment for the Humanities and a state university. The former awarded the Council a mini-grant of $1,500 while the latter supplied $5,000 to meet the rest of the financial goal. These funds, coupled with donated time from scholars, teachers, and students from around the state, meant that the Council did not spend any of its own budget on the project. Other potential funding sources discussed but not used included private foundations and corporations.
Early on, the project leaders approached various graphic artists-students in university graphic arts courses, art professors, commercial artists-to discuss the project, settling finally on a graphic artist who enjoys working with a limited budget as a design factor. This artist added ideas for increased publicity through tie-ins such as bookmarks, postcards, and calendars.
SOURCES OF AUTHORS' NAMES
Gathering the names for the guide and deciding who would be pictured on the map proved an arduous task. Experts knowledgeable of state writers were consulted, especially those at the Utah Arts Council, which sponsors an annual original writing competition, as well as university creative writing professors. In point of fact, anyone in contact with the project editors was asked, "Who are the Utah writers you know and recommend?" No one was safe. In faculty lounges, during parties, and in grocery store aisles, friends and acquaintances were queried, yielding names such as Claire Huf- One of the best sources was a university class in Young Adult Literature in which each student took on the task of contributing author information, targeting one town-often a hometown. As future teachers, these students assiduously interviewed residents, visited local libraries, and compiled annotated bibliographies. One such student surveyed literature of the state for appropriate quotes to be used on the border of the map, arriving at Wallace Stegner's "this is the native home of hope," among others. Much of the research fell on the editors' shoulders, though, who spent weekends perusing Books in Print to find up-to-date information on authors. A CD-ROM version eventually made this task much easier.
SELECTING THE AUTHORS
Only a couple of months before the unveiling, 300 names-mostly with titleswere accumulated. With this information, we confirmed who the "big twelve" would be-those authors pictured on the map. Our goal was to ensure balance in regional representation, gender, time period, and ethnicity Given that ninety percent of the 68 December 1994 state's population lives within a 100-mile radius of Salt Lake City, placing authors around the entire state was difficult.
The final twelve include six male and six female authors, the earliest of these being Zane Grey, who set several of his early 20th-century westerns in the Utah desert, most notably Riders of the Purple Sage. Utah's homogeneous population does not lend itself to diversity, and one of our greatest disappointments in the final guide is its lack of literature by American Indians. Given that the map would be displayed in classrooms, we emphasized, 
DIFFICULTIES
Although this description may seem to indicate that the process of compiling the guide and designing the map proved easy and proceeded at a leisurely and logical pace, nothing could be less true. The potholes in our path were many First, we found that teachers often could not find time in an all-too-crowded curriculum to initiate a classroom project to root out local authors. Several of them did the research on their own; the one who immediately comes to mind is a teacher from Delta who identified literature growing out of Japanese internment camps located nearby (e.g., Okubo's Citizen 13660). The notion of organizing the guide by town had to be discarded as specific towns could either not be identified, or the authors moved more than once, making choosing a single site difficult. Information on authors, such as birth dates, birthplaces, and death dates, was not consistently submitted. In addition, while early on we decided against listing any self-published works, we eventually found that too restrictive, especially in the case of poets. Finally, we abandoned the notion of using the affiliEnglish Journal 69 ate's English journal as the publishing outlet for the guide and instead produced a separate spiral-bound, 75-page volume.
Although we could not accomplish all of our initial ambitions, goals that we had not foreseen were added. Wanting the bibliographic guide to be pedagogically sound, we solicited lesson plans on Utah works, one on an adolescent novel and one on a May Swenson poem. To our delight, the graphic designer envisioned an informationrich poster, drawing on icons from pioneer primers.
THE UNVEILING
As the unveiling drew near, the Council invited the Governor of the state to officiate at the ceremony in front of an audience of some 400 English teachers. The ink on the print run of 1,000 copies of the map and guide to Literary Utah was hardly dry when they arrived at the conference where teachers grabbed 600 of them within minutes. The governor returned to the state capitol with a framed copy At a reception, four of the authors pictured on the map were honored. Although teachers received the map and guide without cost-a condition of the grant-they could purchase at minimal cost sets of postcards, each set featuring the twelve authors. The Council's publicity campaign celebrating the completion of Literary Utah included radio interviews, press releases, and copies sent to federal and state legislators, the media, Library of Congress, and college libraries. In every communication, the sponsoring agencies were noted and thanked. A lengthy article in the Ogden Standard-Examiner recorded author-teacher Margaret Rostkowski's response: "It's a tremendous
